
"exciting and, 
a bit scary!"



MONSOON MADNESS
Even without the NE Monsoon, it was still a kind of madness! True enough,
our NE hasn't really kicked in at all. It made a brief appearance a month

ago and then vanished as quickly as it appeared! The most fun was
sailing the oldest platform with the young guns!

waiting for that elusive Monsoon! This view
has changed little  in 23 years well, fewer

competing platforms might be the biggest
change! 

23RD CAT
CHAMPIONSHIP

The event has a history going back to
the original Singapore Hobie Fleet 492

- and "the Hobie way of life". As the
platforms evolved, so did the name.
From Hobie Championship to, Nacra

Championship then with the
introduction of the Taipan it was

named the National Championship.
With the advent of the Viper F16

platforms, we arrived at where we are
today, Cat Championship. It's hard to

find records but the poster from
Kelvin Holdt's time at CSC is about all

that remains to mark the many great
memories of cat sailing at CSC.

www.prosailasia.com



GOOD MEMORIES
Going into the 23rd Championship we dug up the old Nacra 5.0 that we'd used in the 22nd
Championship from the bone yard and hadn't sailed it for a whole year! For the 22nd Championship
we'd set the 5.0 up with a new 'state-of-tune' on the rig. Although the 5.0 is a dagger board-less
platform we were curious to see what happens if you spend time tuning the rig as if it was race-tech
F16?! Well the result is pleasantly surprising. At the 22nd event, the breeze was really light and the
5.0 without a spinnaker suffered more on the downhill legs. Would it be the same in the 23rd event? 

Leaving the state-of-tune the same I'd figured out that in '22 I'd try to sail the boat to high upwind and
although it could point, we lacked boat speed. So for '23  I knew we'd have to sail in the lower/faster
mode. That was going to be more interesting indeed. From what we'd seen from the new tuning, the
5.0 was a real weapon as soon as the breeze picked up, so all we have to do was plug the hole in the
light air ability!

The 5.0 is a simple platform. 
No daggerboards. No spinnaker. No boom. No worries! 
What it does have in its favour is an efficient hull shape and the simplicity to take anyone along as
crew. By a stroke of luck, communications with one of the parents in the young Laser Fleet managed
to round up two young guns that agreed to give it a try! Excellent! Sam came along on Saturday and
Jaydyn on Sunday. Both a great sailors but neither had ever hung their lives on the end of a bit of
wire. So it was a big call to jump out into the 'unknown'.

So just before the start of the first race each day we did a simple "this is how you swing out" session
and then it was straight into it! I think sailing with the two young guns is the best thing I've done in
years! The simple fact is, they are about the same age as when I started cat sailing and that whole
world of new excitement that is waiting! Young perspective is really refreshing!

In my sailing lifetime, the 5.0 will be that special platform, the one that will be most fondly
remembered as it was the boat that we sailed to Phuket and back for the '93 (I think) Kings's Cup
Regatta. In the eight days to go up it was battered by squalls every night as we stopped onshore four
times to get hot coffee! After that, the 5.0 won the Kings Cup and then we packed up and sailed it
back to CSC. Eleven days drifting around the straits on windless days then blasting off as soon as the
evening squalls hit! 

It's one tough platform. 
Fast forward to '023, the Nacra 5.0 was the oldest boat in the fleet - and still going strong!



FAMILIAR FACES
SATURDAY. It's like the annual meet up of familiar faces!
Platforms in this year's event range from the Nacra 15 to the Nacra 20 One design. In between those
the Nacra 5.0 and Viper F16's. Only seven boats and that's way down on the twenty five that used to
show up in the early years. Maybe it's just a sign of the times.

The Marine Port Authority banned the laying of temporary marks some twenty years ago as a "danger
to shipping". So instead, race courses have been designated using the numerous port buoys and
that's not a danger to shipping! There are seven different course that a Race Officer can use
depending on the wind. For the Championship the RO decided that as close to windward leeward as
we can get was going to make up the series. What a shame, the Nacra 5.0 would have loved one of the
'reaching' courses. But such is and we'd get to see how the N5.0 fairs against the race boats.

The NE Monsson hasn't arrived so it was a light race that got underway. At the sharp end F-Addiction
and Damien's N20 One-Design took command. Down the back after a lethargic start, the 5.0 took a
while to get out of the dirty air but then, started making up ground. The light breeze didn't help out
much and we couldn't really see the leaders! 4th place for us wasn't great but  the  breeze was
building!

By the time Race 2 got underway the breeze had filled in enough for us to start using both trapeze
wires.  Sailing in low/fast mode, the N5.0 was starting to show some great performance. Out on the
wire, things went a little quiet as the first decent puff lifted the hull clear of the water. It made me
remember the first time I experienced that exact same action, "breathless"!

For Races 2 and 3 the breeze slowly built and as it did, things got more interesting. Sam had got the
hang of trapezing and was really enjoying the speed that comes with a double trapeze cat. The 5.0 has
these slender hulls and the 'wave-piercing' ability is very noticeable. That's disconcerting when your
used to slamming up and over waves. But speed is addictive and so as the speed increased so too did
confidence hanging on the wire. 

 

"can  you believe, I haven't sailed my boat
for  eight  months"! 



FAST PACE
It's a tight fetch from the start to the first turning mark. Once the NE kicks in, the air veers as you
close in on the turning buoy. It was interesting on the 5.0 as we got trapped up in dirty air off the line.
Once we worked clear of that we could start to foot off and build speed. It was pretty amazing to be
able to nip at the heels of the top 3 right at the turning mark. From there, we thought that all the
daggerboard boats would disappear upwind. But in the slightly stiffer breeze we could observe most
of them struggling to hold the race boats down! Sometimes being down the back is more interesting
as you see what's happening ahead of you!

It was funny heading uphill and realising we were catching up to one of the Nacra 20 One Designs!
That really shouldn't be possible unless! On the 5.0 we had the main traveler down about 25cm's.
Doing this allows you to keep the mainsheet tension to close the leech but without hull flying as
much. And so it was we watched the crew on the N20 struggle to hold the hull down as we went
through their lee and came out the other side. Further up the track we watched one of the Vipers
approach the top mark, not looking really comfortable, one on the wire and full daggerboards down
(hint hint).  The bear away end in a big rollover and lots bruises for the crew! Then came the next
question, would there be enough room for us to squeeze between the fallen and the mark - just
enough!

From what we know about sailing high-performance race boats here's a tip... As the downhaul comes
down, the daggerboards start coming up! The race platforms have very long, narrow daggerboards.
These "high lift" foils are very efficient at gripping the water and generating lift to windward. In their
endeavour to increase the performance of platforms, designers have progressively introduced
deeper, narrower foils (daggerboard and rudder). These high-lift foils are basically designed to give
max lift to windward, i.e generate hull flying in maybe 8-10 knots of breeze. Once you get 'faster' than
that the boards will generate so much hull flying that it can easily lift 2 large adults on trapeze.  At
speed, the other factor is drag. Literally dragging a board through the water beyond its design
parameters, just increases the drag. Drag is the biggest enemy.

The solution is simple, as you start pulling the downhaul on to flatten/twist the mainsail, you have to
start pulling the daggerboards up. 20cm in your first hit then 10cm each time after that. The common
mistake is, most crews will just haul the downhaul on and hope that settles it. But reality has it that
it's more efficient to pull the downhaul a bit then take some board up and get a nice harmony.
 

 

Zipping into the lead, Jeremy and Daniel with a bad Addiction
Look at that, the guy steering is only steering! Give all the strings to the

crew, perfect!



OUTBOUND VESSEL
SUNDAY. Over night some heavy rain hit Changi. If the sun made an appearance, the wind would
follow. Whereas Saturday we went from one on-the-wire to two on-the-wire. Sunday would only allow
us one leg of one race that twin wires got used simultaneously. But the 'lack' of excitement during the
races was about to be made up for on the very last leg of Race 6!

The light race of Saturday became even lighter for the first race on Sunday. But experience is a good
thing and we sailed the 5.0 in a quicker mode i.e. just made less mistakes! One thing about sailing at
Changi, as the breeze fades you really have to make sure you are on the right side of the tide.

With the lighter breezes on  Sunday, the daggerboard boats were in no threat of tripping over their
foils. The 20 and the F16's quickly disappeared down the beach leaving us to battle with the Nacra 15
for a while.

Coming downhill on the last race of the day the breeze had really dropped out as there was 2 big
weather systems lurking around. Often times, the slow boat down the back gets the new wind first.
There was a big front moving quickly over the state of Johore to the north. This was the big mover
and by the wispy edges of the clouds, it was probably going to be a beauty.

The other challenge of sailing at Changi is, traffic. 
Choy's regular calls on the radio,

 "cat sailors be aware, there is an inbound and outbound vessels approaching" 

That was a pretty regular announcement on Sunday!

Coming downhill we'd been hanging onto the tails of the Vipers while keeping an eye on the fast
moving front. On approach to the turning mark we had to gybe to avoid the outgoing vessel. We'd
figured we'd just sail down his port side and then duck around the transom and get to the turning
mark before setting off on the reach to the finish.

"Old" school! Sit on the nose and just look how slender those 5.0 hulls
are. There is so little wash coming out the back! Low drag, think so!



INCOMING
Even the best laid plans can go astray!

So with a large lump of steel right beside us, the breeze did a quick 180 swing and suddenly punched.
The jib started shaking itself alive just as we had to bear away and look straight at midships of the
"vessel". As the transom cleared we could see CAAS 2 turning mark right in front of us. So was Doug
on the solo Viper and, the Nacra 20! Ahh nice regroup, thanks for waiting chaps!

The breeze had hit in for sure but that wasn't the biggest surprise. What should have been a nice
easy reach to the finish now became a beat into some stiff breeze without any visibility!

Tacking upwind in the company of the Viper that was hard to see just 50 metres away! That's the
other challenge of sailing on the Equator, heavy downpours that rob all visibility. At least there was
no further calls about "vessels" and it there was only one tack required to make it back.

As we scrunched ashore I asked Jaydyn,
"what do you reckon?"
"Well it was exciting and a little scary as well" - perfect, that does sum it up!

Back in the Club, the rum shots seemed to warm everyone up again

 Winners are grinner!



ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL!
Well done everyone and the stunt doubles team on Twisted Creature - maybe you want to revisit that
name! nJeremy and Daniel sailed a great series and they nearly had all bullets in every race! Very
happy with how the Nacra 5.0 is shaping up. After 30 years, it can still do it!

Thanks to CSC for a great weekend on the water.

Big and special thanks go out to Sam and Jaydyn for swinging off the front of the Nacra 5.0.
Do it again soon!


